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Abstract
Experiments designed to estimate the placement of L and M cones in fovea centralis of the living human eye are presented.
Hyperacuity performances for two observers were measured for the full and the separate L and M cone submosaics using 2-dot
chromatic stimuli on cone-selective adapting backgrounds. Simulated performances, based on an ideal observer model, were
generated for all possible mosaics by varying L and M cone relative numerosity and spatial configuration. The best match between
the simulated and measured performances determined the solution mosaic. Each observer’s solution mosaic contained more L
than M cones, randomly arrayed as assessed by statistical tests. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
There is good agreement that in the primate retina
the cone photoreceptors are placed in a hexagonal
arrangement2 [1–6] with the degree of hexagonal regu-
larity decreasing as retinal eccentricity increases
[1,4,6,7]. The long-wavelength sensitive (L), middle-
wavelength sensitive (M), and short-wavelength sensi-
tive (S) submosaics are interleaved to compose the
hexagonal packing of the full cone mosaic. The way in
which these three submosaics are interleaved is likely to
have consequences for spectral and spatial sampling
across the visual scene. There are at least three general
schemes by which a particular cone type might be
placed within the overall photoreceptor mosaic: First,
clumping of a particular cone type can result in high
spatial and spectral sampling within its clumped regions
and poorer sampling elsewhere. Second, a uniformly-
dispersed, regular arrangement of a cone type results in
uniform but coarser spectral and spatial sampling. In
this case, fixational eye movements may improve sam-
pling in the fovea where cone spacing is small [5] but
not in the peripheral retina where the spacing is larger
[5]. Third, a random (homogeneous and isotropic) dis-
tribution represents a compromise between clumped
and regular distributions in the sense that regions of
aggregation and dispersion of like-type cones can occur
by chance in random arrays.
The placement of the S cones is well established for
both human [7–9] and non-human primates [10–12].
The consensus is that S cone placement in the periph-
eral retina shows only small deviations from a regular
array and that S cones represent no more than 10% of
the cone population at any eccentricity, except at the
foveolar slope where they may reach a maximum of
about 15% [9]. There is some disagreement about the
presence [9] or absence [7,8] of S cones in the human
central fovea and about the exact location and magni-
tude of the annular ring of highest S cone density. A
sparse array may be an appropriate distribution scheme
for the S cones because in the short-wavelength range
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2 Gauss [89] proved, based on the work of Lagrange [88], that a
hexagonal lattice of non-overlapping, equal-area circles results in the
maximum possible coverage of the 2D plane. The proportion of the
total area covered by non-overlapping, equal-area circles placed
according to a hexagonal lattice is p
3:6, or about 0.907, as com-
pared to p:4, or about 0.785, for a square lattice.
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(B500 nm), over which the S cones are most sensitive,
chromatic aberration blurs the retinal image [13]. Fur-
thermore, for the sparse S cone array a regular place-
ment may be optimal because it minimizes gaps in
spectral sampling as compared to a clumped or a
random array; if a cone type is represented in good
number, there is less need for regularity as a means for
adequate spectral sampling across the visual scene.
In non-human primate retina mixed results have been
reported for L and M cones. In baboon Marc and
Sperling [10] used biochemical techniques to conclude
that M cones are more numerous than L cones and
their placements are random. Mollon and Bowmaker
[14], using microspectrophotometry in talopoin retina,
found equal numbers of L and M cones and a random
distribution. More recently, Packer et al. [15], using
photopigment transmittance imaging, concluded that
the macaque retina contains roughly equal numbers of
L and M cones, each arranged in clumps of like-type
cones.
Psychophysical estimates of the relative numbers of
the L and M cones indicate that there are more L cones
as compared to M cones in the human retina [16–21]
and that the relative numbers of L and M cones
remains stable with eccentricity [22,23].
In this paper, the spatial arrangement of the L and M
cones in the central fovea of the living human eye is
estimated for two observers. Hyperacuity performances
were measured for the full and the separate L and M
cone submosaics using 2-dot chromatic stimuli on cone-
selective adapting backgrounds. An ideal observer
based analysis, stemming from the work of Geisler
[24,25] and Geisler and Davila [26], was then developed
and used to derive the underlying submosaics of L and
M cones. It is concluded that in the human central
fovea the L and M cones are randomly interleaved
within the full cone mosaic. A brief report of this work
has been previously presented [27].
1.2. General approach
Diffraction limitations of the pupil and image blur-
ring due to the optics of the human eye [28] prevent the
illumination of single cones in the center of the fovea
where the cone-cone separation is estimated to be ap-
proximately 30 sec of arc [3,5,29]. To circumvent this
obstacle a hyperacuity paradigm was used to take
advantage of the fact that foveal hyperacuity thresholds
are significantly smaller than the diameter of a single
foveal cone [30–32]. Under the expectation that the
contribution of a single foveal cone may have measur-
able effects on hyperacuity performance, comparisons
of hyperacuity performance based on the full cone
mosaic and on selected submosaics were used to reveal
the placement of individual cones in the densely packed
photoreceptor array of central fovea.
Only L or M cones were assumed to mediate the
hyperacuity task for the following reasons. First, rods
are known to be absent from within the central 21 min
of arc of the fovea [5,29]. Second, in fovea centralis S
cones are reported to comprise at most 3–5% of the
cones [9] and may be totally absent [7,8]. Chromatic,
2-dot hyperacuity stimuli, superimposed on chromatic,
cone-selective adapting background fields, were pre-
sented in central fovea. The wavelength of the hyper-
acuity stimulus was selected to favor detection by one
cone type, and the wavelength of the adapting back-
ground was chosen to preferentially reduce the sensitiv-
ity of the other cone type e.g., [33]. For example, for L
cone mediation of the hyperacuity task, long-wave-
length hyperacuity stimuli were presented upon a mid-
dle-wavelength adapting background field.
Fig. 1 illustrates hypothetical hyperacuity perfor-
mances based on the full cone mosaic, on the L cone
submosaic, and on the M cone submosaic. As shown in
Fig. 1, if hyperacuity performance is based on a fully
tiled, hexagonal mosaic of cones, the results should
trace out a smooth curve because the expected density
of cones is about the same at all test presentation
locations. Furthermore, performance should become
progressively better with increasing offsets. On the
other hand, under conditions in which a reduced mo-
saic mediates the task, when the stimulus falls in a gap
there should be a reduction in hyperacuity performance
corresponding to that location as compared to perfor-
mance based on the full mosaic. In addition, perfor-
mance based on the more numerous cone type should
be better, on average, than that based on the more
sparsely distributed type.
Hyperacuity is likely to be cortical in origin [34–39].
In order to link cone density to hyperacuity perfor-
mance, an adaptation of Geisler’s [24] ideal observer
model was used. This model accurately predicts most
aspects of human hyperacuity performance given only
the information content of the stimulus and preneural
factors of the human eye [24–26]. The model used in
this study assumes an idealized, hexagonal packing
geometry of the foveal cone mosaic, perfect fixational
accuracy, and the optical scatter profile of the human
eye [28]. Experimental evidence that there are only
minor departures from hexagonal cone placement in
central fovea will be reviewed in Section 5. Fixational
accuracy for a well-practiced human observer is known
to be excellent, with standard deviations on the order of
a minute of arc [36,39]. As reviewed below, the impact
of fixational inaccuracy exceeding these small values
was evaluated in this study and found not to affect the
analysis unless standard deviations were more than
double these reported values. Simulations of hyperacu-
ity performances based on the separate L and M cone
submosaics were generated by the model for all possible
relative numbers and spatial configurations of the L
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Fig. 1. TOP: A hypothetical cone mosaic composed of two L cones for each M cone in a random array (left) and its associated hypothetical
hyperacuity performance (right) are illustrated. MIDDLE: The L cone submosaic (left) and the hypothetical hyperacuity performance based on
it (right) are shown. BOTTOM: The M cone submosaic (left) and its associated performance (right) are also shown. As illustrated here, an increase
in the number of detecting cones should produce an overall increase in hyperacuity performance. Also, hyperacuity performance based on
submosaics (middle and bottom) may show irregularities if there are gaps in the submosaic.
and M cones in the test region. The best match between
the simulated hyperacuity performance and the human
observer’s measured hyperacuity performance deter-
mined the solution mosaic.
Hyperacuity performance based on a single class of
cones, either L or M, is essential for this analysis. The
cone-selective adapting backgrounds which reduced the
performance of one cone type, but not the other, to
chance was determined in Section 2. Using the back-
grounds derived in Section 2, hyperacuity performances
based on the L cones, the M cones, or the full cone mosaic
(with stimulus contrast equated in all conditions) were
measured for two observers in Section 3. The ideal
observer based analysis was then used to derive the L and
M cone submosaics that best accounted for the cone-se-
lective hyperacuity results of Section 3.
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2. Experiment 1: Choice of the cone-selective adapting
backgrounds
To obtain hyperacuity performances based on the
separate L and M cone submosaics, adapting back-
grounds which selectively reduced the performance of
each cone type to chance were chosen. To this end we
used the well known dependence of hyperacuity perfor-
mance on contrast [34,37,40–43]. A fixed intensity hy-
peracuity test of 560 nm, selected for its near equal
effectiveness for both the L and M cones [44], was
presented upon a 560 nm background of variable inten-
sity to produce contrasts ranging between 15–100%.
The results indicated that hyperacuity performance was
reduced to chance for stimuli of contrast 520%. As
added confirmation, other results showed that a 620 nm
hyperacuity test upon the chosen 620 nm background
(L cone contrast of 14%) and a 520 nm hyperacuity test
upon the chosen 520 nm background (M cone contrast
of 14%) produced chance performance. Spectral sensi-
tivity measurements provided additional verification
that upon the 620 nm background of choice, M cones
determined thresholds for middle-wavelength tests and
that upon the 520 nm background of choice, L cones
determined thresholds for long-wavelength tests.
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Obser6ers
The observer was PG (male, age 32 years). Anomalo-
scope (Neitz OT) matches, in addition to the
Farnsworth–Munsell 100-hue test and Ishihara color
plates, confirmed that he was color normal. Contact
lenses corrected PG’s mild myopia (2.75D).
2.1.2. Apparatus
Fig. 2 illustrates the design of the two channel ap-
paratus (top) and the stimulus display as seen by the
observer (bottom). The hyperacuity stimuli were gener-
ated on a DECStation 5000:200 workstation and dis-
played on a Sony monitor (GDM-1960). The x- and
y-chromaticity coordinates of the monitor’s red, green,
and blue phosphors were measured to be (0.61, 0.35),
(0.28, 0.60), and (0.14, 0.05), respectively. The monitor
was viewed at a distance of 36.25 feet. From that
distance one pixel subtended 5 sec of arc. All stimuli
displayed on the computer monitor were at full inten-
sity white; wavelength and intensity were modified by
the use of interference and neutral density filters as
noted below. A separate channel and light source pro-
vided the backgrounds. The observer’s head was fixed
by means of a bitebar and the stimuli were monocularly
viewed with the dominant eye through a 2.8 mm artifi-
cial pupil. A trial lens (0.25D) was used to further
increase the clarity of the stimuli. The bitebar and all
optical components were securely fastened to an optical
table. Energy calibrations were made with a Photo
Research SpectraColorimeter (Model PR-650).
2.1.3. Stimuli
The hyperacuity stimulus consisted of two, vertically
oriented squares (1 min of arc on a side). The stimulus
components were separated vertically by 3 min of arc,
chosen to be within the separation range of 2–5 min of
arc in which 2-dot hyperacuity thresholds are known to
be lowest [30–32]. To be near equally effective for both
the L and M cones, the test wavelength was chosen to
be 560 nm [44]. A test wavelength of 520 nm was se-
lected to be preferentially effective for the M cones and
a test wavelength of 620 nm was selected to be preferen-
tially effective for the L cones. On any given trial the
target (bottom) square was offset, relative to the fixed
reference (top) square, to the left ( ) or to the right
Fig. 2. TOP: A sketch of the two channel apparatus with interference
filters (A), neutral density filters (B), diffusing glass (C), aperture (D),
shielding (E), observer’s eye (F), 2.8 mm artificial pupil (G), trial lens
(H), and pellicle beam splitter (I). BOTTOM: A representation of the
stimulus display as seen by the observers.
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( ) by 5, 15, 25, 40, or 70 sec of arc. Presentations
were made in pseudo-random order with the constraint
that the same offset location could not be presented
three or more times in consecutive order.
Continuously presented, small rectangular (14 min
of arc) fixation aids were located at the end points of an
imaginary cross. The center of fixation was at the
midpoint of the vertical separation between the target
and reference squares. The wavelength composition and
luminance of the fixation aids were identical to the
wavelength composition and luminance of the hyper-
acuity stimulus. The innermost edges of the four fixa-
tion lights was at least 20 min of arc beyond the
stimulus components, well beyond the range where
spatial interference is a factor [35]. Control experiments
confirmed that (1) the orientation of the fixation aids
(horizontal-vertical vs. diagonal) had no differential
effect on hyperacuity performance, and (2) hyperacuity
performance was better when the fixation aids were
always present than when they were removed immedi-
ately prior to each stimulus presentation.
2.1.4. Background field
The diameter of the circular, continuously presented
background field subtended 1.25°. For the full cone
mosaic condition, a 560 nm background was used; for
the L cone condition, a 620 nm background; and for
the M cone condition, a 520 nm background. The
intensity of the 560 nm test was held constant while the
intensity of the 560 nm background field was varied to
produce a test:background Michelson contrast, calcu-
lated in terms of cone excitation [45], of 100% (back-
ground absent), 73, 50, 27, 20, or 15%. The intensities
of the 620 nm and 520 nm backgrounds were set to
produce a test:background contrast of 14% for the L
and M cones, respectively.
2.1.5. Procedure
To suppress microsaccades the observer was told that
accurate fixation was extremely important [46,47]. Stim-
uli were self-presented, and the sessions were self-paced.
The observer dark adapted for 15 min and then light
adapted to one of the background fields for 5 min.
When sure of accurate fixation, the observer presented
the stimulus (via computer keyboard) which was
flashed for a duration of 200 ms. The observer then
responded (via computer keyboard) whether the target
dot appeared to be offset to the right or to the left of
the reference dot.
Each experimental session consisted of six blocks of
trials. Each block corresponded to one of the six con-
trast conditions. The order of blocks was randomly
determined from session to session. Each block con-
sisted of 30 trials for each of ten offset locations:
95, 915, 925, 940, and 970 sec of arc. The results
are based on four experimental sessions (120 trials per
offset location per contrast block).
Fig. 3. TOP: Hyperacuity measurements based on the full cone
mosaic as a function of target offset (70 to 70 s of arc) for stimulus
contrasts ranging between 15 and 100% are shown for observer PG.
Results for the 100, 73, 50, 27, 20, and 15% contrast conditions are
shown as filled circles, open circles, triangles, diamonds, squares, and
crosses, respectively. Error bars represent one S.E.M. (between ses-
sions). BOTTOM: PG’s hyperacuity thresholds (65% correct) as a
function of stimulus contrast are shown. The solid curve represents
the best fitting power function as described in the text.
To reduce hyperacuity thresholds to a stable level,
the observer practiced in the 100% contrast condition
(with auditory feedback) for at least 5,000 trials prior to
data collection [48,49]. After performance had reached
a stable plateau, the final 100 trials at each offset
location constituted data for this condition. Feedback
was not provided during data collection.
2.2. Result
Hyperacuity performances for the 560 nm test upon a
560 nm background (referred to as the full cone mosaic
condition) for contrasts of 100, 73, 50, 27, 20, and 15%
are shown in Fig. 3 (top). Hyperacuity performance is
near chance at all offset locations for contrasts of 15
and 20% and then improves steadily as contrast in-
creases to 100%. Using a criterion of 65% correct,
appropriate for the test luminance used in these experi-
ments [42,50], PG’s threshold measured at 100% con-
trast is approximately 7 sec of arc. This estimate is
within the foveal hyperacuity range and in satisfactory
agreement with threshold estimates reported in the
literature for 2-dot stimuli [30–32].
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Hyperacuity offset threshold (defined as the mean of
the left and right threshold for each offset) is plotted as
a function of percent contrast at the bottom of Fig. 3.
The relationship between offset threshold (t) and per-
cent contrast (c) is well described (R20.997) by a
power function of the form:
tkcn, (1)
where k is a constant and the exponent n has a value of
1.52. This value of the exponent is within the range
reported for different observers in previous studies of
the effects of contrast on hyperacuity thresholds
[34,37,40–43].
In order to confirm that test:background combina-
tions producing 520% contrast resulted in chance
performance, we next measured hyperacuity perfor-
mance under two conditions. In the first, a 620 nm
hyperacuity test (for which L cone sensitivity exceeds M
cone sensitivity by 0.69 log unit) was presented upon a
620 nm background, producing 14% contrast for the L
cones. In the second, a 520 nm hyperacuity test (for
which M cone sensitivity exceeds L cone sensitivity by
0.11 log) was presented upon a 520 nm background,
producing M cone contrast of 14%. These measure-
ments, shown in Fig. 4, confirmed that a choice of 14%
contrast reduced hyperacuity performance based on the
separate L and M cone mosaics to chance. Spectral
sensitivity measurements provided additional verifica-
tion that thresholds for long-wavelength tests were de-
termined by L cones upon the 520 nm background of
choice and that thresholds for middle-wavelength tests
were determined by the M cones upon the 620 nm
background of choice. Hence, hyperacuity performance
is likely to be mediated by the M cones when the
520 nm test is superimposed upon the 620 nm back-
ground (referred to as the M cone condition) and by
the L cones when the 620 nm test is superimposed upon
the 520 nm background (referred to as the L cone
condition).
3. Experiment 2: Hyperacuity performance based on
the L or M cone submosaics
Hyperacuity performance was measured for condi-
tions in which either the L cones, the M cones, or both
the L and M cones were likely to contribute to the task.
For hyperacuity measurements based on L cones
(620 nm test on a 520 nm background) or based on M
cones (520 nm test on a 620 nm background), the con-
trast for the selected cone type was set to be approxi-
mately 50% while the contrast for the unselected cone
type was set to approximately 14%, a value that re-
duced performance to chance levels as established in
Section 2. For hyperacuity based on both the L and M
cones (560 nm test on a 560 nm background) contrast
was 50% for both cone types. In addition to measure-
ments made at 50% contrast, the results of Section 2
measured at 100% contrast for the full cone array
(560 nm stimulus, no background) provided a reference




In addition to PG, two emmetropes (EL, female, age
24 years and RB, male, age 21 years), neither of whom
were aware of the purposes of the experiment, served as
observers. Anomaloscope (Neitz OT) matches in addi-
tion to the Farnsworth–Munsell 100-hue test and Ishi-
hara color plates indicated that both EL and RB were
color normal. Full analysis of PG’s and EL’s results are
presented. The results from RB showed the same gen-
eral trends as PG’s and EL’s but were highly variable
from day to day even after practice.
3.1.2. Apparatus
The apparatus and stimuli were identical to those
described in Section 2.1.2.
The dimensions and offset locations of the stimuli
and the fixation aids were identical to those used in
Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. A separa-
tion of 3 min of arc between the target and reference
dots was used for observers EL and RB. For observer
PG three different vertical separations, 3, 4, and 5 min
of arc, were used. By using different separations, all
within the range where foveal hyperacuity thresholds
are reported to be lowest [29–31], hyperacuity measure-
ments could be collected over a larger extent of central
fovea. In order to determine the set of cones illumi-
nated for each separation between the reference and
target dots, the optical scatter profile of the human eye
[28] was convolved with the target dot. It was assumed
that a minimum of six quanta was necessary to activate
a cone [19,20,51]. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the strips of
effectively illuminated cones (shaded circles) corre-
Fig. 4. Shown are PG’s performances for the 620:620 (filled circles)
and 520:520 (open circles) conditions for each of which contrast was
set at 14%.
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Fig. 5. Shown are schematic illustrations of the strips of cones
illuminated for different separations of the two components of the
hyperacuity stimuli. The reference (open square, top) and target
(open square, bottom), offset to the left relative to the reference, are
shown in each panel. Shaded circles represent the set of cones (strip)
effectively illuminated by the target as offset location is varied
between 970 sec of arc for separations of 3 min of arc (left panel),
4 min of arc (middle panel), and 5 min of arc (right panel). The small
cross at the center of each panel (not present in the actual stimulus
display) marks the center of fixation.
test upon the 620 background provided 50% contrast
for the L cones and 14% contrast for the M cones. The
combination of the 620 test upon the 520 background
provided 50% contrast for the M cones and 14% con-
trast for the L cones. The full cone condition, providing
50% contrast for L and M cones, was used to gauge the
effects of contrast alone for performance based on a
full mosaic of cones. For the full cone mosaic, only the
100% contrast condition was run for EL and RB be-
cause of their limited availability.
3.1.4. Procedure
The procedures were identical to those described in
Section 2.1.5 with the following exceptions. There were
ten daily experimental sessions, each consisting of three
(for PG) or two (for EL and RB) blocks. One of the
conditions, randomly chosen, was run in each block.
Each block consisted of ten stimulus presentation trials
at each of the ten target offset locations for each of the
target-reference separations (300 trials for PG and 100
trials for EL and RB).
3.1.5. Correction for response bias
In this analysis hyperacuity performance is linked to
the number of cones in the underlying cone array. In
order to remove any confounding effects of response
bias, we applied a correction to each observer’s results
as follows: Response bias, independent of the effects of
cone density, was assessed using the results for the full
cone condition at 100 or 50% contrast for which the full
complement of cones contributed to performance. The
response bias correction, c, was calculated for each
offset location as:
c 0.5[z(H)z(F)], (2)
where z(H) and z(F) are the z-scores for the hit and
false alarm rates, respectively [54]. A small left bias of
0.04590.012 was shown by PG in the full cone condi-
tion for 50% contrast and a similar left bias of 0.0389
0.013 for 100% contrast. A small left bias of
0.07390.042 was shown by EL in the full cone condi-
tion for 100% contrast.
3.2. Results
The hyperacuity results of PG are shown in Fig. 6.
The hyperacuity performances for the different separa-
tions in the full mosaic, 100% contrast condition were
not significantly different, as expected due to nearly
constant cone density in this small region of central
fovea [5]. Therefore, the same full mosaic, 100% con-
trast function, averaged over separations, is shown.
Even without the ideal observer analysis (presented in
Section 4), a number of qualitative inferences can be
drawn from a comparison of the hyperacuity perfor-
mances under the different conditions shown in Fig. 6.
sponding to different separations are partially
overlapping.
Chromatic aberrations due to the differing wave-
length compositions of the hyperacuity stimuli and
backgrounds are minimal for the wavelengths used
here. Furthermore, hyperacuity performance is not af-
fected appreciably by moderate degrees of blur [52,53].
Nonetheless, trial lens corrections for optical clarity
were tested. The two emmetropic observers did not use
any corrections. The myope (PG) used a trial lens
(0.25) in all experiments.
3.1.3. Cone-selecti6e adapting background fields
The M cone and L cone conditions were designed to
measure M cone based and L cone based hyperacuity
performance, respectively. The combination of the 520
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Performance was generally better when based on the L
cones than when based on the M cones at all target-ref-
erence separations, suggesting a greater number of L
cones as compared to M cones as explained in Section
1.2 and illustrated in Fig. 1. For a separation of 3 min
of arc (Fig. 6, top), there is a greater difference between
the L- and M-cone-based performances for right offsets
as compared to left offsets, suggesting a greater nu-
merosity of L cones as compared to M cones in the
region underlying the offsets to the right as compared
to the region underlying the offsets to the left.
The hyperacuity performance based on L cones, M
cones, and the full cone mosaic for observer EL with
the 3 min of arc separation are shown in Fig. 7. The
results from EL show that hyperacuity performance
Fig. 7. Hyperacuity measurements for observer EL are shown for the
full cone, L cone, and M cone conditions with a 3 min of arc
separation between target and reference components of the hyperacu-
ity test stimulus. Symbols are as in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. Shown are PG’s hyperacuity measurements for the 3 (top), 4
(middle), and 5 (bottom) min of arc separations between the target
and reference for four test:background conditions: the two full cone
conditions one at 100% contrast (filled circles, thick lines) and the
other at 50% contrast (open circles, thin lines), the L cone condition
(50% contrast, open squares, dashed lines), and the M cone condition
(50% contrast, open triangles, dotted lines). Error bars represent one
S.E.M.
based on the L cones is better than that based on the M
cones, consistent with a greater number of L cones as
compared to M cones. The smaller difference between
her L and M cone measurements as compared to the
difference in PG’s results suggest an overall L to M
cone ratio closer to unity for EL. Furthermore, EL’s
results suggest that there is a high concentration of M
cones underlying the far right offsets, as indicated by
her better performance based on M cones as compared
to L cones there.
4. Ideal observer based analysis
In this section, an ideal observer model based on the
work of Geisler [24] is described and used to determine
the cone mosaic most likely to have produced the
results obtained in Section 3. This model was chosen
because it accurately predicts most aspects of human
hyperacuity performance and is applicable near
threshold [25,26]. As described in detail below, the
model takes into account the dimensions of the stimuli,
the mean number of photons delivered, the optical
quality of the human eye, the photoreceptor sampling
array, photoreceptor optics (size, shape, wave-guide
properties), and photoreceptor spectral sensitivities. In
addition, the model assumed that fixation was exact
from trial to trial. This assumption is reasonable based
on the following: First, human fixational accuracy,
limited by the combined effects of eye tremor and drift
[55–57], is reported to have a S.D. near 1 min of arc
[36,39,58]. Second, variability in fixational accuracy was
minimized by the use of fixation aids and briefly
flashed, self-presented stimuli. Third, analyses con-
ducted in this study show that a S.D. of fixational
accuracy 52 min of arc does not significantly affect
our ideal observer based analysis, producing negligible
changes (within measurement error) in simulated per-
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formance. The cone mosaic most likely to account for
each observer’s hyperacuity data was selected by com-
paring the observer’s performance to the model’s simu-
lated hyperacuity performance for all possible mosaics
consisting of different numbers and spatial configura-
tions of the L and M cones.
4.1. Model
The model calculates a measure of discriminability,


















where ai and bi are the expected numbers of effectively
absorbed quanta in the i th receptor due to a and b,
respectively.
The ideal observer convolved the target with a func-
tional expression [26] for the optical scatter profile of
the human eye for a 3 mm pupil [28]. The ideal observer
assumed a perfect hexagonal lattice of circular (cross-
section) cones with center-to-center spacing of 30 sec of
arc and an effective circular integration aperture of
20 sec of arc in diameter for each cone [2,3,6,9,59–61].
Two prototypical mosaic orientations, vertical and 30°
rotated from vertical, were examined. A rotation of 30°
was chosen because it is the midpoint between a vertical
orientation and a 60° rotation which would produce
cone placements identical to that of a vertically ori-
ented mosaic.
4.2. Selection of a and the relationship between
performance and d %
Experiment 2 conforms to what Macmillan and
Creelman [54] refer to as a classification experiment in
which the proper discrimination statistic is the cumula-




z [pi ]z [pi1] (4)
In Eq. (4), z [pi ] is the z-score corresponding to the
observer’s proportion correct, p, for the stimulus at the
i th location.
To derive a in this analysis the observer’s results
based on the full cone mosaic were used to calculate
cumulative d % values for each target offset location. The
choice of a for the model was determined as that
location which generated the best match between the d %
values generated by the model as compared to data-
based cumulative d % values. For observer PG, a values
located at 45 sec of arc for left offsets and 45 for
right offsets were chosen based on a chi-square analysis
(x26.23, y29, p\0.995). For observer EL, a val-
ues located at 986 sec of arc were chosen (x2
9.80, y9, p\0.25).
A way in which to link model-calculated d % to simu-
lated performance, expressed as percent correct, is re-
quired for this analysis. A function describing the
correspondence between d % and performance can be
derived for each observer by pairing the observer’s
performance for the full mosaic to the cumulative d %
values, given that target offsets occurred with equal
probability and response bias was corrected [54]. Fig. 8
plots PG’s (top) and EL’s (bottom) hyperacuity perfor-
mance (percent correct) as a function of cumulative d ’.
The theoretical point (0, 50) links d %0 to chance
performance. The results for all separations and offsets
are plotted. A second degree polynomial function pro-
vides a good fit to PG’s measurements (R20.964).
The dashed curve represents the relationship between
the model’s calculated d % values (Eq. (3)) and simulated
performance for the choices of a945 sec of arc for
PG. A second degree polynomial function also provides
a good fit to EL’s data (R20.939). The dashed curve
shows the relationship between the model’s calculated
Fig. 8. TOP: Shown is a plot of PG’s hyperacuity performance as a
function of d ’ for the full cone, 50% contrast condition for all
separations and offsets. The solid curve represents the best fitting
second order polynomial. The dashed curve represents the relation
between simulated performance by the model and d ’ with a9
45 sec of arc. Error bars represent one S.E.M. BOTTOM: EL’s full
cone, 100% contrast hyperacuity performance as a function of d ’ for
all offsets. Curves are as described above, except a986 sec of arc.
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d % values and simulated performance when a986 s:
arc for EL. The good agreement between the solid
curves, the dashed curves, and hyperacuity data for
both observers means that the model accurately pre-
dicts hyperacuity performance for the full mosaic under
the conditions of this experiment. Assuming that equal
d % values correspond to equal performance, this func-
tion allows us to link the model’s calculation of d % to
percent correct. We tested whether the hyperacuity
performances as a function of d % based on the L cone
submosaic and that based on the M cone submosaic
could be described by the same function derived for the
full mosaic. The functions shown in Fig. 8 for PG and
EL accounted for 92.3 and 93.1%, respectively, of the
variability in each observer’s M cone and L cone
results.
4.3. General procedure
The ideal observer first determined the set of cones to
be included in the analysis for each target offset. Under
the assumptions that a cone absorbs 27% of the inci-
dent quanta [62,63] and that six or more quantal ab-
sorptions (above the background) are required to
activate a cone [19,20,51], a cone center located within
1.25 min of arc of the center of the target’s scatter
profile was included in the analysis (7–11 cones for the
full mosaic).
Next, for each possible L and M cone mosaic, rang-
ing from all L to all M, the ideal observer calculated
(Eq. (3)) a d % value for the subset of L cones and a
separate d % value for the subset of M cones using each
observer’s value of a. The ideal observer then converted
the d % values to simulated L cone based or M cone
based hyperacuity performances by means of the func-
tion (solid curves in Fig. 8) linking d % and percent
correct. Chi-square values were calculated by compar-
ing the observer’s L- and M-cone-based performances
to the simulated performances. The L and M cone
mosaic that minimized the sum of these two chi-square
values was chosen as the mosaic that best accounted for
the observer’s L cone based and M cone based hyper-
acuity results at that offset location (referred to as a
local solution). This procedure was then repeated for all
offset locations at all target-reference separations.
Given the small differences in offsets and the optical
scatter profile of the human eye, it was possible for a
single cone to contribute to performance at more than
one offset location. Such a cone would be represented
in more than one local solution and could be assigned
as an L cone in some local solutions and as an M cone
in others. All possible L and M assignments to all such
contested cones were examined again. While holding
the L and M assignments to the uncontested cones
fixed, the set of assignments for contested cones which
minimized chi-square values summed over all offsets
Fig. 9. Shown are the L and M cone mosaics that best account for
observer PG’s (left) and EL’s (right) hyperacuity performance based
on L or M cones. Red and green circles represent the locations of L
and M cones, respectively. Two mosaic solutions for observer EL
differ only in terms of a switch in the location of two cones (fourth
column from the left). These two mosaics produce equivalent simu-
lated performances (see text).
and separations was determined. This procedure re-
sulted in the selection of an overall solution mosaic of
L and M cones that best accounted for the observer’s
measurements as a whole.
If two cone mosaics are mirror reversals about the
horizontal axis they yield the same simulated hyperacu-
ity performance; hence they are equivalent mosaics in
terms of this analysis. Note that such mosaics do not
differ in the relative numbers of L and M cones, but L
and M cone placements may be mirror reversals about
the horizontal axis.
4.4. Results
Fig. 9 illustrates overall solutions for PG and for EL.
To allow a direct comparison of the mosaics to the
observers’ hyperacuity performances (Figs. 6 and 7),
the mosaics have been reflected about the vertical and
horizontal axes to account for the eye’s optics. For
both observers a vertical orientation of the mosaic
resulted in smaller chi-square values as compared to a
30° rotated orientation. For observer PG a unique
overall solution was found whereas for EL two equiva-
lent solutions, differing in only one pair of switched
cones, were found. The unique solution obtained for
observer PG is likely explained by the added constraints
in the analysis provided by overlapping strips.
Observer PG’s L to M cone ratio for the mosaic
shown in Fig. 9 is 1.45, and EL’s ratio is 1.21. The
estimate of PG’s L to M cone ratio obtained in this
analysis agrees with an independent, small-spot esti-
mate of 1.4 for this observer and falls within the range
previously reported in this lab [19,21,22]. Furthermore,
based on a ratio of 1.45 a wavelength of 583 nm is
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predicted to be judged uniquely yellow according to an
analysis linking cone ratio to unique yellow in a sample
of color normals [21]. The foveal unique yellow of PG
is 584 nm, in good agreement with the predicted value.
The estimate of 1.21 for EL’s L to M cone ratio is
slightly below the lowest value of 1.3 [23] obtained with
small-spot detection techniques.
Fig. 10 shows the ideal observer’s simulated perfor-
mances (calculated for target offsets varying in steps of
1 sec of arc) based on the L and M cone submosaics
shown in the overall solution mosaic for PG (Fig. 9).
The simulated performances are compared to PG’s
measured L and M cone based hyperacuity perfor-
mance for the 3 min of arc (top), 4 min of arc (middle),
and 5 min of arc (bottom) separations. The simulated
Fig. 11. The model’s simulated performance based on EL’s (equiva-
lent) solution mosaics for the 3 min of arc target-reference separation
is shown. Symbols and curves as in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. The model’s simulated performances based on PG’s solution
mosaic are shown for the 3 (top), 4 (middle), and 5 (bottom) min of
arc target-reference separations (see Fig. 9). Solid and dashed lines
represent the model’s simulated performance (calculated in steps of
1 sec of arc) based on the L and M cone submosaic, respectively.
Observer PG’s hyperacuity measurements are shown for the L cone
(open squares) and M cone (triangles) conditions. Error bars repre-
sent one S.E.M.
performance is not significantly different from PG’s
hyperacuity performance (x235.28, y29, p\0.10).
Fig. 11 shows the ideal observer’s simulated perfor-
mances for the L and M cones in EL’s solution mosaics
as compared to her measured L and M cone based
performances. Simulated performance is not signifi-
cantly different from observer EL’s performance (x2
12.66, y9, p\0.10).
4.5. Statistical analysis of mosaics
To determine the packing arrangement of the L and
M cones in each observer’s solution mosaic, Ripley’s
[64] L statistic (based on a frequency count of the
distances of each cone to its nearest like-type neigh-
bors) and a runs test [65] were employed. The L statistic
was chosen for a number of reasons: It has been
effectively used to assess S cone placement [66]; its
minimum required sample size (seven) is smaller than
the number of cones in each observer’s mosaic; and it
can distinguish among regular, clumped, and random
arrays under the assumptions of homogeneity and
isotropy which are likely to hold for the fovea. Simula-
tions were conducted to confirm that the L statistic
clearly distinguishes among regular (square and hexag-
onal), clumped, and random arrays of cones for sample
sizes matching those of the present study. Toroidal edge
correction was used as recommended by Ripley [64] for
samples of this size. For each observer’s analysis, the
expected value and 95% confidence interval of the L
statistic were calculated for a random distribution of
cones based on 500 hexagonally-packed and vertically-
oriented mosaics for which the L to M cone ratio
equaled that of the observer’s solution mosaic. (Pilot
analyses determined that using more than 500 random
mosaics does not significantly change the results of this
test.) The evaluation of the L statistic for each observ-
er’s overall solution mosaic was then compared to these
expected results. This comparison indicated that the
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placements of L and M cones for both observers’
overall solution mosaics fell well within the calculated
95% confidence interval for a random array but not for
either regular or clumped arrays. Thus, the hypotheses
of clumped or of regular arrays were rejected, whereas
the hypothesis of a random array could not be rejected.
The L statistic cannot detect directionally biased
nonrandom distribution patterns because of the as-
sumption of isotropy. A casual inspection of Fig. 9
suggests there may be vertically oriented runs of like-
type cones in the solution mosaics. Consequently, a
nonparametric statistical test [65] was used to determine
whether the number of observed L and M cone runs
differs significantly from the expectations of grouping
(runs) in a random pattern. If the number of runs along
any cardinal direction of the hexagonal array is less
than expected by chance then this is an indication of
significant clumping. For a random grouping of m
items of one type (e.g. M cones) and n items of the
other type (e.g. L cones), m5n, the probability of








where, fu2Ck1m1 ·Ck1n1 when u2k and fuCk1m
1 ·Ck2n1Ck2m1 ·Ck1n1, when u2k1, for k
1, 2,..., m1. Runs of cones (numbering ]1) were
counted in traverses along the three cardinal axes of the
hexagonal mosaics of Fig. 9. Under the assumption
that the distribution of the number of runs is approxi-
mately normal for m, n]10 [65], the numbers of ob-
served L and M cone runs in the solution mosaics of
both observers were found not to differ significantly
from the expectations of a random grouping along any
cardinal axis (one-tailed test, a0.05).
Hence, two different statistical tests, one directionally
insensitive and the other directionally sensitive, indicate
that the placements of the L and M cones in the tested
foveal patches of two human observers do not differ
from the expectations of random placements. Larger
samples than those of the present study may better
reflect any inhomogeneities across the retina and may
reveal patterns of cone placement differing from
random.
5. Discussion
In the present work hyperacuity performances based
separately on the L cone submosaic, the M cone sub-
mosaic, and the full cone mosaic of the central fovea
were measured. Simulations of hyperacuity perfor-
mance based on an ideal observer analysis were used to
obtain the L and M cone mosaic most likely to account
for the hyperacuity measurements for two human ob-
servers. We conclude that the central foveal photore-
ceptor matrix is populated by more L than M cones
and each cone class is randomly interleaved to comprise
the full cone photoreceptor matrix.
5.1. Local departures from a hexagonal arrangement
and S cones in the central fo6eal mosaic
For simplicity and computational tractability it was
assumed that the central foveal mosaic consists of a
hexagonal array of L and M cones. Under these as-
sumptions, PG’s hyperacuity performance for the 4 min
of arc separation is not fully consistent with his results
at the 3 and 5 min of arc separations. The inconsistency
could be resolved if there were gaps in the cone mosaic
which would result in poorer performance in one region
as compared to nearby regions. Two plausible reasons
for gaps in the L and M cone mosaic are local depar-
tures from a perfect hexagonal arrangement and the
existence of S cones, in addition to L and M cones, in
the central foveal array.
Some research suggests that the central fovea may be
characterized by a small degree of local nonhexagonal
packing [6,67,68] as well as unequal cone spacing along
the horizontal as compared to the vertical meridian
[3,6,69]. In particular, the work of Pum et al. [68]
suggests that there are large (55 cones on average)
‘foveal iso-orientation areas’ that are hexagonal in
shape and within which cones are placed in a hexagonal
arrangement. The cone placements within different
foveal iso-orientation areas are reported to differ
slightly in terms of their internal axial orientation, and
the borders between these areas are typically character-
ized by small departures from hexagonal placement,
resulting in relatively larger local cone spacings.
An alternative explanation is that a small number of
S cones may be present in this foveal region for ob-
server PG. The presence of S cones would have the
effect of introducing regions of decreased hyperacuity
performance because the stimuli were chosen to be
effective for the L and M cones and not the S cones. In
support of this hypothesis, anatomical work in both
human [9] and non-human primates [10] indicate that a
small percentage (55%) of central foveal photorecep-
tors may be S cones. However, other anatomical work
in both monkey [11,12] and human retina [7] as well as
psychophysical work in humans [8,70–72] indicate that
the central fovea is free of S cones. The diameter of the
S-cone-free zone has been estimated to range between
3.6 and 9 min of arc [11,12] in macaque retina whereas
in humans the S cone-free zone is larger, about 20 min
of arc in diameter [7]. Individual variability in the
size of the S-cone-free area of central fovea may be
the basis for these discrepant findings [7]. We tested
whether the inclusion of S cones would improve the fit
between the data and the model’s simulated perfor-
mance in PG’s results. This analysis showed a small
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improvement for a change in a single L cone to an S
cone (on the right hand side within the 4 min of arc
strip) with additional changes showing no improvement
in the fit. Thus, our analysis is consistent with at most
one S cone out of 49 cones, or roughly 2%, near the
lower end of the range reported in the literature. The
discrepancy between the hyperacuity performance for
the 4 min of arc strip and performance for nearby areas
cannot be completely explained by the presence of S
cones. Therefore, our results tend to be compatible with
the existence of some degree of local departures from
hexagonal packing as well as a small number of S cones
in the center of the human fovea.
5.2. Cross-species comparison of L and M cone
relati6e numerosity and packing geometry
A numerical superiority of L cones as compared to
M cones agrees with previous measurements in humans
[16–22] but is inconsistent with the reverse finding in
baboon [10] and the finding of roughly equal numbers
in talopoin [14] and macaque [15]. The conclusion of
random placement is in agreement with the results of
Marc and Sperling [10] and Mollon and Bowmaker [14]
for the non-human primate retina but not with the
results of Packer et al. [15] who find clumping of
like-type cones.
5.3. Consequences of 6arious distribution schemes for
the different cone classes
We suggest that a random distribution of cone types
might represent a spatial and spectral sampling scheme
that is a compromise between regular and clumped
arrays of cones. A regular array is characterized by
good chromatic sampling across the visual scene
whereas the spatial resolution of each cone submosaic
should be less good, especially in the peripheral retina.
By comparison, a cone array with a high degree of
clumping is characterized by poor chromatic sampling
across the visual scene but with the possibility of in-
creased cone-specific spatial resolution at the clumped
locations. Random mosaics tend to be characterized by
different patterns in different regions; by chance, there
is some degree of clumping and some degree of disper-
sion among like-type cones.
If the L and M cones are interleaved in a regular
array, a straight-forward expectation is that acuity
based on the L or M cone submosaics should be worse
than that based on the full mosaic. A number of studies
based on grating stimuli [73,74] or laser interference
fringes [75] show that the acuity based on either cone
class alone is no poorer than that based on the full cone
mosaic. If the array is regular, some sort of postrecep-
toral processing could exploit any correlations in the
signals from the L and M cones in order to produce
these results [76]. Alternatively, the cone mosaic may
not be regular, in which case clumps of like-type cones
may provide acuity measures for L or M cone submo-
saics that are equal to those based on the full mosaic.
Clumping is likely to be a poor scheme for producing
color opponent receptive fields. There is good agree-
ment that the centers of color opponent receptive fields
in the fovea are fed by a single cone type [77–80] but
there is some controversy as to whether their surrounds
receive inputs from a single cone type [77,81–83] or
mixed cone types [84–87]. In either case, clumping of
cones would interfere with the formation of color-op-
ponent receptive field surrounds in clumped regions
because inputs to the surrounds from cone types differ-
ent from those of the center must be drawn from
distant retinal locations. On the other hand, either
random or regular placements of cone types would ease
the formation of color opponency [84,85,87].
A random placement of cone types does not preclude
nonrandom connectivity; therefore, the results reported
in this paper cannot resolve the issue of specific versus
nonspecific L and M cone inputs to the surrounds of
chromatically antagonistic receptive fields. However, a
random scheme for the interleaving of the L and M
cones may best provide for the dual requirements of
color opponency and spatial resolution because random
distributions tend to be characterized by regions of
moderate clumping and other regions of near
regularity.
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